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A B S T R A C T

Bias temperature instability has impacted scaling of conventional poly-Si/SiON CMOS technologies and remains
a critical device reliability mechanism for metal gate/high-k stacks in planar and FinFET device architecture. The
material and modeling aspects have been extensively studied using discrete MOSFETs and more recently ex-
panded to CMOS circuits to demonstrate its impact on digital circuit aging. In this paper we summarize our
understanding of the BTI mechanism in scaled CMOS technologies and discuss the correlation between discrete
device degradation and circuit/SRAM aging.

1. Introduction

Bias temperature instability has emerged as the key reliability lim-
iter for technology scaling in sub 45 nm nodes [1]. It was first stated as
a challenge for CMOS technology in the 130 nm node with the transi-
tion from buried channel to surface channel PMOS devices [2]. Pre-
sence of Nitrogen in SiO2 to reduce electrical gate oxide thickness and
to enable good short channel control lead to significant effort in un-
derstanding the underlying physics and material optimization to mini-
mize its magnitude. BTI effort in literature can be broadly characterized
into three areas: material impact, defect study (generation vs charge
trapping) and circuit level implication.

Impact of material on BTI has been discussed extensively in the
literature [1,3] from both gate oxide perspective and for different
channel material [4]. Incorporation of Nitrogen, leads to enhanced
charge trapping reducing the voltage acceleration exponent (VAE) and
time slope for NBTI [5], while the introduction of SiGe channel reduces
NBTI due to band off set changing carrier injection [4,6]. Introduction
of HfO2 based metal gate (MG)/high-k (HK) dielectric stacks in scaled
technology nodes lead to the occurrence of PBTI in NMOS devices [7].
PBTI is attributed to charge trapping in the HK dielectric and is a strong
function of the SiO2 like interlayer thickness, the HK layer thickness and
presence of materials such as La for work function adjustment [8–11].
In this work, all the data presented was collected on MG/HK but the
methodology/concepts can be extended to other materials.

The physical understanding for BTI is linked to two aspects, defect
generation at the interface/bulk and charge trapping into preexisting

defects cause by the presence of holes in NBTI and electron trapping in
HK MG for PBTI. Extensive modeling effort has been carried out to
understand voltage acceleration factor for the power law model typi-
cally between 3 and 5 for NBTI and 7 and 9 for PBTI, time slope
(0.16–0.25) and activation energy (0.1–0.2 eV) [5,12]. Generation of
interface states during NBTI stress leads to both mobility degradation
and threshold voltage shift while for PBTI only threshold voltage shift is
measured [13]. An additional key observation for BTI is the observed
recovery post DC stress and recovery during AC stress from low stress
frequency up to the GHz range. Presence of recovery provides sig-
nificant circuit level relief enhancing product lifetime.

Circuit level impact of BTI can be categorized into three families,
degradation in logic components which is governed by mean threshold
voltage (VT) shift and recovery, memory elements like SRAM that is
dominated by mean VT shift and BTI induced increase in variability for
small devices, finally analog application where devices experience a DC
like stress with AC modulation for product lifetime assessment. In re-
cent years, the focus in BTI optimization has shifted towards circuit
level solutions which include aging aware design [14–16] and statis-
tical modeling of time-zero (T0) processing induced variability along
with aging related BTI variability [17].

In this publication, we will provide an overview of typical test
structures being used to study the mean degradation and impact of
variability. Such studies have been done on both Planar and FinFET
technology with HfO2 based MG/HK and some aspects were also ver-
ified on Poly/SiON hardware. This learning can be applied to any
material system or FET architecture. The observed voltage acceleration,
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time slope and activation energy values are presented. Impact of FET
architecture (Planar vs FinFET) shows an improved PBTI while NBTI is
similar or slightly degraded. Recovery in PBTI and NBTI is discussed for
the gate-first (GF) [18,19] and the replacement metal gate (RMG)
[20,21] integration approach. The paper focuses on discussing the im-
pact of BTI on logic circuits via ring oscillator stress, decoupling BTI
and HCI in digital circuits along with self-heating impact in FinFET and
SOI technologies. BTI induced variability models, RTN and device
mismatch for SRAMs are also addressed.

2. Experimental

The MG/HK devices used throughout this work cover RMG [22] and
GF integration schemes [18]. Both planar and FinFET device archi-
tectures have been investigated. Tests are mainly carried out at elevated
chuck temperature (125 °C) using single gate, multi-finger devices and
novel device layouts like stacked FETs or transistor arrays to obtain
relevant statistical reliability data with focus on BTI. The device
structures are summarized in Fig. 1 [23].

Discrete devices and RO are stressed with either a conventional
constant voltage stress (CVS) with stress-sense delay in the range of
10 μs to few ms or voltage ramp stress as shown in Fig. 2. The schematic
of a typical RO circuit used for reliability characterization is shown in
Fig. 3. To reduce the required tester bandwidth, a frequency divider is
placed between RO circuit and the probe pads. To minimize the dura-
tion of the sense measurement, synchronized switching of the supply
voltage by the SMUs is introduced [24] (see Fig. 4). Static and dynamic
stress modes can be realized by biasing enable = “0” and enable = “1”,
respectively. In addition supply currents at stress and sense readouts are
recorded for diagnostic purposes.

3. BTI in discrete devices

Discrete device characterization as function of voltage, time and
temperature is discussed in this section. Reaction-Diffusion model [25]
and charge trapping models [26] are widely used to describe the NBTI
phenomenon while electron trapping in oxygen vacancies in the high-k
dielectric is proposed as origin for PBTI [7]. Recovery effects related to
NBTI [27] and PBTI [28] have dominated the discussion on char-
acterization methodology for the past 10 years. Strong efforts have been
made to reduce the sense measurement interval from the original slow
intermittent sweep measurements to fast (ms) or ultra-fast (μs) spot

measurements using either state-of-the-art semiconductor parameter
analyzers or experimental characterization tools. Both commercial and
experimental setups used throughout this work have yielded matching
results. The relevance of the reduced sense measurement interval for
projection of BTI degradation to long term and low voltage use condi-
tions becomes evident from the data shown in Fig. 5 for RMG planar
devices which was obtained using a large stacked FET and a multiple
sense readout procedure [29]. For pFET devices at short stress times,
the ultra-fast (10 μs) and fast (2 ms) readout show several mV differ-
ences which become less evident as the stress time and degradation

Fig. 1. Schematic of device structures used to obtain statistical relevant device de-
gradation data. In addition to the conventional single FET (a) and multi-finger FET (b),
stacked FETs (c) and transistor arrays (d) are implemented. Stacked FETs are tailored to
determine the mean degradation while transistor arrays enable 3σ data collection on a
single wafer.

Fig. 2. Schematic voltage – time trace for constant voltage stress (CVS) and voltage ramp
stress (VRS) procedure with intermittent sense measurement.

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the ring-oscillator design with shared ground (GND) and
separate power supply pins for the oscillator (VDD RO) and divider (VDD divider). The
enable pin can be used to define a dynamic (enable = “1”) and static (enable = “0”)
stress mode [24, reprinted with permission from IEEE].

Fig. 4. Voltage time traces of VDD RO, VDD divider, output and enable terminals. Note
the time resolved switching of supply voltages to RO, divider and enable terminal es-
sential for the fast stress-and-sense RO characterization methodology [24, reprinted with
permission from IEEE].
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